Abstract. Design patterns have been recognized as a way to simplify and unify applications development process. There are two problems among others that can be identified when talking about design patterns. First there is a problem in education of novices about patterns and training them to fully understand how to find the right pattern for some problem. Second problem is classification and location of patterns that would make it easier to find the right pattern for the right problem and right technology. There are a lot of patterns created almost every day and there are a lot of books that mention some classifications and a number of patterns but there is still a lack of some more practical classification that would enable one to find the right pattern easily.

In this paper we give a brief overview of and discussion about problems associated with education of novices. We give a brief view at patterns and the most common classification of patterns and we comment some commonly used technologies in combination with design patterns. We also discuss two mentioned problems along with possible ideas for their resolution.
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1 Introduction

Business world today has become very demanding regarding the huge number of applications that are used as a support for various business processes. There is a need to increase the speed and the degree of automatization of applications development process. One of possible approaches to this problem is usage of design patterns.
possible solution to these unanswered questions will be presented.

Another problem that has emerged is education of novices about these new concepts, namely about design patterns. There is a need to recognize the problems that occur in this type of education and to refer to its possible solutions. Answers to these questions are presented in the second part of this paper.

2 Design patterns

Design pattern is a general and reusable solution to some problem that is common in the area of software design (problem-solving and planning for a software solution). It is a template that tells how to solve some particular problem and can be used in a variety of situations.

Design pattern is general in nature, not specific which means that it cannot be translated directly into program code. It shows objects, relationships, interactions, etc. that lead the developer to code particular solution for some occurring situation. There are also other types of patterns such as architectural patterns but design patterns deal exclusively with the problems of software design. Generally, it can be said that design patterns are true and tried solutions to reoccurring software design problems under a particular context.

The very idea of patterns originated as an architectural concept by Christopher Alexander (1977-1979). Later, Kent Beck and Ward Cunningham started to explore the idea of patterns usage in programming. Their idea was presented later in the annual ACM conference OOPSLA in 1986. In 1994 GoF (Gang of Four) - Erich Gamma, Richard Helm, Ralph Johnson, and John Vlissides wrote a book titled Design Patterns: Elements of Reusable Object-Oriented Software which was mentioned before. Of particular interest are the Structure, Participants, and Collaboration sections which describe a prototypical micro-architecture that developers copy and adapt to their particular designs to solve the recurrent problem described by the design pattern.

All sections of this format of documentation are given in [11].

In this sections structure, there is a part called Related Patterns that describes possible relationships between patterns. Design patterns catalogue, as described in [11], shows classification that is based on two criteria: jurisdiction (class, object, compound) and characterization which is already mentioned (creational, structural, behavioral). These relationships are described in detail and every one of them appears to be different and this is the fact that brings to conclusion that there is a need to classify these relationships in some matter to ease one in finding right pattern(s) for some specific domain of work.

3 Design patterns classification

In the book “Design Patterns: Elements of Reusable Object-Oriented Software” [11] there is a defined catalog which contains about 20 design patterns. These patterns are grouped into 3 groups (Creational Patterns, Structural Patterns and Behavioral Patterns).

The structure of all design patterns mentioned in [11] is given in the figure 1 [23].

All patterns and their relationships are defined through documentation that consists from following parts as defined in [11]:

- Design patterns are described in documentation that makes it easy to use them. It describes the context in which the pattern is used, elements and relationships inside of context that the patterns deals with and tried to resolve and also some particular solutions suggestion.
- This documentation consists of several sections. They are not always the same but there is one commonly format that is described in the book Design Patterns: Elements of Reusable Object-Oriented Software which was mentioned before. Of particular interest are the Structure, Participants, and Collaboration sections which describe a prototypical micro-architecture that developers copy and adapt to their particular designs to solve the recurrent problem described by the design pattern.

All sections of this format of documentation are given in [11].

In this sections structure, there is a part called Related Patterns that describes possible relationships between patterns. Design patterns catalogue, as described in [11], shows classification that is based on two criteria: jurisdiction (class, object, compound) and characterization which is already mentioned (creational, structural, behavioral). These relationships are described in detail and every one of them appears to be different and this is the fact that brings to conclusion that there is a need to classify these relationships in some matter to ease one in finding right pattern(s) for some specific domain of work.

4 Classification of design patterns relationships

In order to classify design patterns relationships the main issues that have to be addressed had to be identified. Two main issues can be recognized in order to create an adequate relationship classification: direction of relationship (unidirectional, bidirectional) and strength of relationship. To efficiently address these issues a classification between pairs of design
patterns (X, Y) that states the nature of these issues was formed [23].

This classification includes the following categories [23]:

- X uses Y in its solution – this means that when X builds a solution one part of the problem is similar to problems that are solved by Y
- X is similar to Y – X and Y address a similar type of problem
- X can be combined with Y – X can be combined with Y to solve a problem

This classification of relationships between pairs of design patterns is shown in figure 2 [23].

By using this classification, a developer can better decide what patterns to use. He can see which patterns are similar and which of them are the best for some particular problem. He can also find the best pattern to solve some subproblem looking at the patterns that the main patterns X can use. Another advantage is the possibility of combining different patterns that can be combined in order to solve some more or less complex problem for which none of the patterns alone has the right answer.

5 Combined classifications

When looking at described classifications there is a room for further improvement. One general combined classification that uses all existing and adds some new ideas could be composed. What is obvious is that this classification should address both details of each pattern and also each type of relationships between them also in detail. As a first level groups of patterns should be used as units. They should be described with all possible aspects and relationships between them should be stated and explained.

In this way user would easily, it would in the next lower levels, find where to look for pattern for some problem but also where to find similar patterns or patterns that can be combined and joined in solving a problem. So this level would be the first step in searching for complete problem solution. The types of relationships that would denote links between pattern groups (that are virtually the same as the ones between patterns) could be the following (taking in consideration that A is the first group of design patterns and B the second group):

- A pattern(s) uses B pattern(s) in its solution
- A has similar pattern(s) to all (some) patterns from B
- Pattern(s) from A can be combined with pattern(s) from group B

These relationships could be divided into even more detailed way. This is discussed below.

At the second level we look at patterns. Each pattern should also be explained in detail with all relevant aspects. Along with this each relationships between patterns has to be defined and well described in order to make tracking for all necessary patterns for some particular situation as easy as possible.

Types of relationships that can be found here are a more detailed version of those used between pattern groups. Relationships that would be used in this case are (X represents pattern 1 and Y pattern 2):

- X might/must use Y in its solution in degree (strength graduation) Z
- X is similar to Y in degree Z
- X can be combined with Y in degree Z

Using these 2 levels of a general classification could be made that would enable user to find each of patterns easier and in this way it would also make the possibility of wrong choices and solutions less likely. This all is just another challenge that will probably be addressed in the future research.

5 Design patterns in education

Another problem mentioned is the problem of education about design patterns. Popularity of design patterns in software industry established a need to incorporate design patterns in higher education institutions. Although the need was recognized there was no consensus on what patterns to include in this education or what level of knowledge to provide in educational programs of this kind. All that was agreed upon was that early exposure to design patterns and its principles would benefit the students [5], [9], [16], [21].

Various learning techniques and models were proposed in the last years in literature and in various conferences [9], [14], [19], [22]. The aim to find the best techniques for learning about design patterns became a goal of some conferences like OOPSAL, ECOPS and its mirror in Europe. These conferences focused on finding the best examples for educational purposes [1].

When looking at all these efforts a need has occurred to perform an exploratory study that would show what are concrete problems in higher education that arise when talking about design patterns. Researchers Della, Clark and Wick believed that the abstract nature of patterns makes them difficult to comprehend among novices [9], [22]. It was also noticed that the difficulty to comprehend design patterns is connected to lack of knowledge and experience about object-oriented technology [21].

Descriptions of patterns as given in [18] have been frequently criticized as to simple and incomplete, not representing real situations in real world [15], [22]. As notices, two main problems that novices encounter when dealing with design patterns are [13]:

- lack of experience in designing software
- not encountering enough recurring design problems
• not enough experience with translating design pattern to code for implementation

Based on all this a need occurred for proper study that would investigate the causes of problems among novices in learning design patterns.

A research of this kind was done in [13] and as a result a list of most common problems in education of novices about patterns was formed. These problems are:

• Selection-based errors
• Application specific errors
Selection-based errors refer to capability of novices to identify applicable patterns to some particular problem.

Application specific errors are divided into three sub-categories:

• Mapping of pattern participants
• Misrepresentation errors
• Incomplete design

Mapping of pattern participants refers to process of incorporating design patterns into the initial class diagram. The mapped or generated class diagram should match that of the suggested structure.

Misrepresentation errors are a common errors when one represents an interface or an abstract class as a concrete class or does some other similar misrepresentation.

Incomplete design means that one has left out some operations or even classes for overall solution design.

All this points out that a proper leadership and guidance, as well new and improved models and examples of patterns learning, are needed and this topic today is more actual that ever.

If we look carefully at each of problems mentioned we can see that we need a complete and overall approach to whole educational process in order to solve them. What needs to be incorporated into mentioned educational process is a set of steps of which each has to be addressed in great detail.

The first step is to include proper lections and exercises about software design. There is a great importance for novices to learn the basics of designing as it is the very first level in understanding the whole concept of design patterns. After this first step is achieved in satisfactory manner the next step can be undertaken.

The next step would be exposure of novices to a large series of example problems that would present them a very need to use something as design patterns. In this step they would experience various design problems and goal would be for them to conclude that there is a fair amount of recurring design problems that need to be unified and solved in one place that is one pattern.

Finally, the novices would be presented with concepts of design patterns as a way to solve recurring problems that they encountered in previous step. Along with understanding the concepts of design patterns novices need to be exposed to a large number of examples in which they need to connect proper design pattern to some problem and also they need to master the whole development process from choosing a design to completely implementing it trough concrete computer code.

These steps would as such address all detected problems that occur among novices regarding education about design patterns. The key aspect in all steps are examples and then more examples as experience is the only true way to go in order to achieve complete understanding of theoretical and practical aspect of working with design patterns.

6 Conclusion

In this paper two problems were considered: a problem of a more practical classification that would enable easier finding of right pattern for the right problem and a problem of educating novices about patterns. Both of these problems are very actual and need some practical solutions.

Regarding the first problem a classification of design patterns relationships has been presented as a mean to understand patterns better and to find right pattern(s) easier by thinking about their relationships rather than just of patterns themselves. For the second problem a most reoccurring problems with patterns education were mentioned and discussed. This is just a basis for more research on this field and more practical solutions that are so needed in this particular field.
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